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Editorial's Note
Dear readers,
We are delighted to introduce you the 23rd issue of the TSEconomist. I want to thank our
readers for their support and feedback. This magazine belongs to the all the students and
if we manage to give our best in each issue it is because of you.
Before the Economics Nobel prize was announced, we decided to focus this issue on
an often-overlooked topic, “the role of women in economics”. This becomes even more
relevant now that the prize was given, for the second time in history, to a woman. Inside
you will find articles showing some of the important contributions that women have given
to the economics field and about their (under) representation in economics research. In
our own small way through encouragement and recognition we can help change this.
A subtle change can be seen in the cover, where we are introducing a new logo to be in
line with the new TSE brand. It is the first time we change the logo of the magazine and
it was a difficult choice that the whole team made together. Keeping with our efforts at
supporting campus life, you will find articles from the carriers and research teams of TSE.
We want to thank both teams for their long-running collaboration with the magazine.
In the French section you will find articles about art (“Le problème de l'art contemporain”)
and environment (“Taxe carbone et redistribution”). Traditionally we have been an
English-speaking magazine, but we are eager to expand our French section, so do not
hesitate to send us your contribution!
These articles are just a preview of this issue, along with our usual professional content on
internships and gap years, and campus life.
Thanks for reading and enjoy
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Should we use new economic
methods to assess the impact of
collusion on welfare in vertical
markets?
The example of the “Yoghurt case”
by Celine Bonnet

If literature has widely covered collusion in horizontal markets,
it has not given enough attention to collusion in vertical markets,
and more precisely on how to properly evaluate the impact of
cartels on total welfare. As we observe convictions for collusion
among prominent manufacturers, economists try to advise authorities on new approaches to better consider the strategies of
retailers, and better assess the impact of collusion on both manufacturers and retailers, as well as on consumers.
A concentrated market which has become the scene of anticompetitive practices
Over the past 30 years in France, the retail sector has known successive mergers that strengthened the bargaining power of big
retailers against manufacturers. The food retail sector, for example, is dominated by eight major groups, including Carrefour and
Leclerc, who represent about 40% of the total sales. To counteract
this concentration trend, manufacturers of the food industry
also decided to engage in a consolidation movement in the early
2000s. The increase of concentration among both retailers and
manufacturers has led to higher prices for consumers.
Despite that trend, retailers have still searched for new innovative strategies to differentiate themselves and be more competitive on the market. Big retailers have played the strategy of
Private Labels – PLs: they sell store-owned brands, such as, for

example, la Marque Repère in Leclerc. PLs are then sold along
with National Brands – NBs, established manufacturer brands
– giving retailers advantages on both horizontal and vertical
markets. They can differentiate from other retailers who might
sell the same NBs, and they gain bargaining power against NBs
manufacturers, which will lose market shares for the benefit of
PLs manufacturers if they charge too high prices. Indeed, PLs
products can be substitutes for NBs products, and are often sold
at a relatively low price.
The concentration of manufacturers, along with increasing selling prices, also facilitated collusion and other anti-competitive
practices. This can be illustrated by the “yoghurt case.”
In 2015, French authorities charged 10 major PLs producers of
the French dairy desserts sector – such as Yoplait and Lactalis –
for having colluded from 2006 to 2012. Indeed, even though PLs
are retailer-owned brands, one PL manufacturer may produce
for several retailers at the same time. This gives PLs producers
incentives to collude. If the price proposed by the retailer is too
low, they can reduce their market share in the concerned retailer’s store and sell somewhere else. Retailers will suffer from this
strategy, as they need PLs products to differentiate and bargain.
Hence, the bargaining power of PLs producers increases with
collusion.

Academic
A traditional estimation method of collusion effects has become
outdated
To assess the variation in welfare caused by the collusion, the
French competition authorities used a traditional economic approach, consisting in mainly focusing
on the horizontal collusion, and fixing the retailers’ response. The flaw of this method is that
it does not take into account vertical relations
between PLs producers and retailers, and hence
neglects the strategic response of the retailers.
It also ignores the potential “umbrella effect”,
which arises when an increase in PLs products’
wholesale prices diverts demand to the substitute
product (NBs) and thus distort NBs products’
wholesale prices and market share. A forthcoming paper of 2019 (C. Bonnet, Z. BouamraMechemache, Empirical methodology for the
evaluation of collusive behaviour in vertically-related markets: an application to the “yogurt cartel”
in France) addresses this issue and applies this new
methodology to the “Yoghurt case.”
A new economic initiative to assess the impact of a cartel on welfare applied to the “Yoghurt case”
The idea is to model a competitive setting – or non-collusive
counterfactual – to obtain the prices and quantities that would
have been observed in such environment, and then compare
it with the prices and quantities we currently observe on the
market. This new method differs from the traditional one in the
sense that the negotiation of the choice of the wholesale prices
is modelled as a Nash bargaining game, and not as a unilateral
decision from the manufacturers that retailers have to accept.
The results from this paper concluded that there was profitable
collusion among PLs manufacturers. It also showed that the
profit variation for retailers was quite ambiguous, and that PLs
producers were not necessarily the only winners of the cartel.
In the competitive setting, by decreasing the wholesale price
of PLs products, we would expect that the market share – and
hence the wholesale and retail prices – of NBs products would

decrease due to a drop in NBs demand. Indeed, in the yoghurt
market, we observe an asymmetric substitution between the
two types of products: NBs products are more sensitive to a
change in the prices of PLs products than the other way around.
Strangely, the simulation showed a decrease in market share and wholesale prices for NBs products,
but not a decrease in retail prices. In fact, the «
umbrella effect » causes a decrease in wholesale
prices of NBs products following the decrease in
the wholesale prices of PLs products. NBs and
PLs manufacturers clearly lose profit in the
competitive setting compared to collusion. The
novelty then is to take into account the optimal strategy of the retailer, which is actually to
slightly increase the retail price of the NBs products: clients will be attracted by the low prices
of PLs products, and the retailers will extract a
maximum of surplus from consumers who still
want to buy NBs products. The retailer actually
gains from PLs products but loses from the increase in NBs products’ prices because of the asymmetric substitution. The overall result varies from one
retailer to another: for some, the negative effect of NBs products
exceeds the positive effect of PLs products, but not for others.
Hence, both PLs and NBs manufacturers are better off with collusion, while the results for retailers are mitigated. The study also
found that consumers are worse off with collusion, but the loss
is relatively low – less than 1% of the consumer surplus. Overall,
total welfare has increased on the yoghurt market.
The “yoghurt case” is an example of how variations in welfare
can be wrongly estimated when not taking into account all the
strategies of all players of the game. With this new methodology, consisting in considering both inter and intra brand competition, as well as a supply model that includes vertical linkages
between manufacturers and producers, competition authorities
can better evaluate profit sharing between providers and sellers.
In the “yoghurt case”, having more precise information on the
providers of each seller would have allowed to estimate the exact
impact of collusion on each provider.
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Interview with
Julien Grenet from PSE
by Thomas Séron

Julien Grenet is a researcher at the CNRS, an Associate Professor at Paris School of Economics, and one
of the founders of the Institut des Politiques Publiques. He is specialised in education economics, public
economics and market design.
He agreed to talk to the magazine about his work as a researcher, the importance for economists to be
involved in the public debate and about modern issues that the french educational system is facing today.
1.Why did you create l’Institut des Politiques Publiques? What
are its specificities?
We created l’Institut des Politiques Publiques – IPP – with
Antoine Bozio in 2011. It followed a six-year period that Antoine
spent in London working for the Institute for Fiscal Studies –
IFS, which is our main inspiration for IPP. What was lacking in
France was an institute that evaluates public policy, tries to put
together the insights of academic research and translates them
into policy brief reports targeting a broader audience such as
policymakers, journalists and citizens. We felt that there was
a very good academic research in public policies existing in
France, but most of the results were not really conveyed to the
general debate, which is, in my opinion, quite unfortunate. IFS
was a good model to import in France. We started small but we
have grown up ever since, trying to cover a broad range of topics that are interesting for the public debate, such as tax policies,
education, housing, pension, and environment. We also work on
health issues. What would be your advice for a student in order
do a good evaluation of public policies?
2.What is your opinion, as a researcher, on the role of economists
in the public debate?
I do not want to be judgmental on what we should do or not
do. There are different ways to contribute to the public debate.

From my point of view, you do so through the academic output
you produce that then spills over onto the public debate. You
should also try to meet policymakers. The important thing is to
participate in the debate on topics that you know, and only on
them. Unfortunately, it is not always the case, and that sort of attitude may damage the reputation of economists. I am personally
trying to restrict my interventions to questions on education or
housing, since I have worked on it.
3.Why did you choose to study education, and more specifically
social segregation and selection processes, as your main topic?
I started to study education because it was the topic of my Master
thesis. What drove me to this is that I come from a family of
teachers whose social mobility upwards was entirely due to
school. I was shocked in a way by the fact that through the education system, my family managed to climb up the social ladder.
Today, we sometimes have the impression that it does not play
this role anymore, and we wonder what is wrong with our educational system. I think the tools of economists have a lot to say.
What we can learn with economics is improving the efficiency of
the educational system.
I went into it for personal reasons; afterwards, the topics that I
have addressed are more random. I started working on the return
of education, which is a very classic question. Then, since I was
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working in the same office as Gabrielle Fack, who was working
on housing, we thought about working on something in between
those two fields of interest. We started working on the effect of
school zoning (“la carte scolaire” in French) on housing prices.
We thought that this system was one way to assign students to
schools, but we actually found out there were many others. We
started reading about the school choice mechanism and got interested in that. It is a very dynamic field in economics: how to
assign students to schools? How to assign teachers to schools?
How to drive students to higher education programs?
In France, there has been a lot going on on the subject lately,
and this is important for the public debate. We heard a lot about
Admission Post Bac and Parcoursup; those are, in my opinion,
important technical tools for policy implications or policy effects. We empirically know quite little about how their effect in
the real world. I think this is where we, as economists, can contribute: by improving these tools.

“Today, we sometimes have
the impression that school
does not play this role anymore, and we wonder what is
wrong with our educational
system.”
4.According to the OECD, France is one of the most unequal
countries in terms of climbing up the social ladder. What is your
analysis?
I think that there are many reasons to it; yet, we can hardly
identify them. What the OECD has shown is that at the age of
15, your performance is more determined by your social background in France than in any other country. France is typically in
the top three countries where social determinism is the strongest
at school.
One reason is that our educational system, especially the middle
school system – between 11 and 15 years old – is highly segregated. From research, we know that ghetto schools harm students
who are studying there beyond the effect of social background.
This segregation in the school system increases inequalities. This
might be due to different things: the level of residential segregation is very high in France, and the way we assign students to
schools is far from being optimal. As we are assigning students
to their local school, if the neighborhood is segregated, then the
school is going to be segregated too.
There are many other ways to assign students that we could use.
For instance, there is what we call “control school choice” that
tries to achieve a balance in the social composition. We could
also redesign the school boundaries, or “school catchment”, so
that they would be more diverse in their intake students. That is
one important topic to be addressed: can we reduce segregation
in school by using different methods of assignment?
There is also a problem with how teachers are assigned to school.
Typically, young teachers, who are inexperienced, are assigned
to the most deprived schools in France, which is obviously a
problem. We know that teachers have their biggest efficiency
improvement during their first few years of teaching. Hence,

students from deprived schools have less probability to benefit
from the most efficient teaching.
There is also an issue with the educational system. The French
system is very good at selecting an elite and the whole system
is created to detect these students who go all their way up to
“classes préparatoires”, “grandes écoles” and so on. However, it is
not so good to have as many students as possible to succeed. We
have a very strong elite but, in the meantime, we are losing a lot
of students along the way. France has a high drop-out rate: many
students quit school with no certification. Another problem
with the system is that vocational courses are seen as a personal
failure, unlike many other countries. Therefore, a lot of students
who follow this path feel like they failed their studies.
5.Your research focuses on assignment algorithms. What consequences did you find of such algorithms on students’ choices?
France is a very centralised country; hence, it is more inclined
to use these algorithms to assign students and teachers than
other countries. There has been very little involvement of researchers and economists to design these algorithms. In fact, a
lot of research on this assignment mechanism comes from the
U.S.. It is a branch of design mechanism theory which received
a lot of visibility thanks to the Nobel prize of Alvin Roth and
Lloyd Shapley in 2012. They really transformed the landscape in
many dimensions: for example, the assignment of students to
school in the U.S. has been completely redesigned in many cities using these algorithms. Kidney exchanges now rely on these
algorithms, and there are many new applications, such as social
housing allocation.

“Kidney exchanges now rely on
these algorithms, and there are
many new applications, such as
social housing allocation.”
In France, in my opinion, the main problem is the fact that there
is not enough transparency about these algorithms. They exist in
order to produce the best possible matching between students
and schools, to try to maximize satisfaction while respecting several priority rules. The problem is that, the way the algorithms
and the priority rules work are not well known. This has led
many people to reject the whole idea of selecting people with
algorithms because they feel that there is a black box, like a lottery, when in fact, an algorithm is just a tool.
What really matters is the way you design priorities. If you have
two students who apply to a school and there is only one seat
left, which student has the priority over the other is a political
decision depending on which criteria you promote – students
with better grades, students who live closer to the school, students with a lower social background, ... This is not sufficiently
explained and democratically decided. The issue today is to bring
research into these algorithms, so that there are more discussions
and a better understanding of the way they work.
6.You are currently working on a project on social mix. Why it
is a topic of interest? What are your preliminary results and your
analysis?
We have already said that the lack of social mobility is one of
the reasons why there is so little mobility upward in France.
The question is how to address this problem. We have several
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potential ways of doing it. We could use choice rank , we could
redesign the school catchment area, we could also close some
schools and send some students away from their original choice,
like in the city center rather than in a suburban area.
We do not have many empirical results telling us in which case
we should use this or that tool nor do we know the actual effect of
some tools on segregation. Moreover, these effects are mitigated
by the behavior of the parents: if they decide to send their child
to a private school, we might not get as much social mix as we
initially wanted. Therefore, we are trying to evaluate different
ways to assign students to school in order to create social mix
and evaluate their effect. To do so, we are using several experiments that were launched across the country, and we try to compare the effect of these experiments on social mix.

“We do not have many
empirical results telling us in
which case we should use this
or that tool nor do we know
the actual effect of some tools
on segregation.”
The reason why we want to increase social mix is because we
believe it is going to reduce inequalities. We are interested in
the effect of social mixing on both students’ performance and
their non cognitive aptitudes: their self-confidence, their social
fatalism and the way they perceive others – the perception of difference. What we are trying to use here is the fact that, in some
experiments, even if we found a large effect on social mix, lowincome students were not more exposed to better-off students.
We try to evaluate this through surveys that are conducted in
schools. We are now proceeding in the second wave; two other
waves are coming. What we try to evaluate is how does the
change of the school social composition individually affect the

students through their performance in school and their noncognitive outcomes. If we look at the literature, there is no evidence of this, especially on the non-cognitive aptitudes, because
we cannot really measure it with administrative data. We need to
go to the schools and directly ask students some questions. That
is our contribution to the literature: trying to answer one of these
questions.
7.Finally, what results in your research were you surprised of?
I did not anticipate the fact that this students’ assignment
mechanism would have such a big impact on the composition
of schools. I started to work on these assignment mechanisms
looking at several high schools in Paris. In 2013, the educational
authority of Paris adopted an algorithm to replace the manual
procedure. As a part of the algorithm, they created a bonus for
low-income students. This bonus would increase their priority,
and as a result, the social segregation in high schools in Paris
went down by 30 % in only two years, which is huge. This had not
been anticipated by the local education authority because they
did not think that the way the bonus had been created would
make that bonus so large. They did not realise that they gave
almost automatically their first choice to low-income students.
This completely changed the landscape of Paris, which was the
most segregated area in France. This is no longer the case.
By working on this data, I realised that these tools are in fact
even more powerful than any reform. For instance, the “assouplissement de la carte scolaire” was relaxing these schools’
catchment areas, so that students could apply to schools that are
away from their homes. In reality, this had very little effect on
the social composition, whereas these school choice algorithms,
like the one implemented in Paris, had a huge impact with very
little coverage in the media. The numbers shown in the graph are
explanatory: the low-income students now have a bigger set of
choices than before. This is one of the surprises of research and
economics: it is not because something is not looked upon by
researchers or does not get any attention, that it is not existing.
You can be like an archeologist: you can dig the results up that
were unknown until now and they can change the way you see
and understand the educational system.

If you are interested in public policy, you should check https://www.ipp.eu/ where you will find notes on
very interesting topics such as French retirement reforms and details on how France allocates its budget.
Moreover, the institute created a simulation website to see the impact of the state’s budget on households:
… You can also apply for the research assistant position offer of the University of Paris Dauphine on the
Alumni website y on this experiment on social mix.
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Nobel Memorial Prize
in Economic Sciences
2019
byAnkita Bhattacharya

“The world is full of depressing news, however, the one hopeful thing is that the fate of
the world’s poor has tremendously improved over the past three decades.”

T

hese were Esther Duflo’s first words at a press conference
shortly after being awarded the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences awarded the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic
Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel alongside Abhijit Banerjee
and Michael Kremer “for their experimental approach to alleviating global poverty.” In line with what Duflo stated, their work
has laid the foundation for monumental change in the field of
development economics. By deconstructing complexified topics
into the more pertinent questions that the world’s poorest face at
the micro-level, they identified a way to innovate and improve
policy design. They adopt a two-pronged approach implementing policy designs and randomised controlled trials (RCTs): their
poverty alleviating policies are guided by microeconomic theory
and data while the RCTs helped them identify the precise trajectory of causes to effects. Its systemic application and refinement
over the past 20 years have brought about a mammoth shift in
thinking in development economics.
An RCT is a method for assessing the causal impact of a policy
intervention or program. It addresses our inability to observe
a parallel universe in which no intervention had been implemented at the same time. Therefore we resort to a random selection of the eligible population and apply the intervention to a
sub-sample. An RCT is thus equipped to address counterfactual
questions: How would individuals exposed to a program have
fared in the absence of the program? Conversely, how would
other individuals who were not exposed have fared, had they had
the opportunity to participate?
To get the reader more familiar with the concept of RCTs in development economics, let us first look at some of the questions that
the trio has tackled. They have conducted policy interventions
in various domains -- under education notably, they experiment
ideas of improving learning levels in school and the sub-domain
of health involved them observing the impact of distributing antimalarial bed nets. Microfinance has been a subject of interest for

them as well, where they studied the impact of a direct lending
programme in India, studying how to better people’s access to
credit, health, and microfinance. Michael Kremer pioneered this
approach in the mid-1990s, by conducting with some colleagues
a series of field experiments in Kenya on the explained effect of
years of schooling on wages. One of the results they found was
that the distribution of textbooks helps increase the test scores
of the ablest students only. However, increased incentive-driven
teacher involvement was causally linked with improved test
scores of students. Banerjee and Duflo’s subsequent study in
Rajasthan, India, proved that contract teachers make a tangible
difference operating under incentives. These field experiments,
tested for external validity, are of great relevance in policy drafting for governments, NGOs and international organisations.
Duflo and Banerjee are most famous for co-founding the
Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab, or J-PAL, along with
Mullainathan, an organisation which has spearheaded this systemic manoeuvre of sustained ground-level public policy evaluations. That the Nobel committee recognises this humanitarian
field ushers in more hope in the lives of the poor as it should
stimulate activity in the remotest corners of the world, alleviating
poverty one individual at a time.
In the light of this issue being dedicated to women flourishing
in economics, Esther Duflo’s distinction as the youngest Nobel
laureate and only the second woman to have ever received the
prize, is simply admirable. Duflo mentioned at the press conference that she would like her win to be viewed as an encouragement to the women in this relatively male-dominated field. She
also expressed great pride in the strength of women economists
in the field of development economics, which is the largest as
compared to other subfields of economics. In our 23rd edition,
we congratulate the inspirational women in the profession who
have committed themselves to the cause.
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The
(under)-representation
of women in economics
by Alice Crolard

T

he Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences was awarded
this year to Esther Duflo and two other researchers for their
work on global poverty reduction. The prize was first established
in 1968, and only one woman, Elinor Ostrom, had previously
been awarded in economic sciences.
In the workplace, men and women should be considered equivalent in terms of rights, benefits, obligations and opportunities.
Sad to relate, in all fields of economics, women represent 19%
of the workforce on average worldwide. We must ask ourselves:
why do we have so few women in economics? Why is it a problem? And how can we bridge this gender gap ?

Why are there so few women in economics ?
Over recent years, economists have slowly started to develop an
interest in the gender gap in the economic field. Data has shown
the existence of a « leaky pipeline »: women struggle to advance
in economics, they face barriers in publishing, promotion and
tenure, and appear to be sideline the more they try to progress.
In the US in 2017, according to the CSWEP – Committee on
the Status of Women in the Economics Profession, new PhD students in economics were approximately 33% females, falling to
29% for assistant professors, to 23% for tenured associate professors and to 14% for full professors. Similarly, if we take a closer
look at the top 300 institutions in terms of research output, we
see that they have few female researchers. This confirms the existence of a leaky pipeline, but it does not explain its damage.
In 2017, Alice Wu received a lot of attention when she published
her working paper about an American professional forum dedicated to the higher education job market. She exposed sexist
comments and gender stereotypes underwent by women economists. The thirty words most associated with conversation about
women are disrupting: “hot”, “pregnant”, “slut”, “prostitute”, “dated”, ... And the list is catastrophic. But on the male side, the trend
is much different: “adviser”, “prepare”, “mathematician”, “goals”, ...
This scandal, largely related by newspapers, led to many reports
of women in economics experiencing inappropriate behavior in
job interviews, seminars, meetings and conferences.
Gender gap applies to all fields of science, but it is almost double
in economics than in the others. In universities, only about 20%
to 30% of undergraduate students in economics are female. A
study published in 2006 found that they start introductory economics courses being more skeptical about the subject than men,
and the difference increases between the start and the end of the

course, despite no differences in their performance.
Moreover, if we examine shares of paper by gender composition,
we see that in economics, women publish on average less papers
than men. Economists have studied this difference and have
shown that women are held to higher editorial standards than
men in economics. Besides, women are 17% less likely to get tenure than men with similar publication records, which shows that
their publications do not count fully for their promotion.

“Women struggle to advance
in economics, they face barriers
in publishing, promotion and
tenure, and appear to be sideline the more they try to
progress.”
These higher expectations also occur in student evaluations of female teachers. In economics and business, student evaluations of
courses are systematically worse for women teachers than those
for men, and these poor evaluations can affect tenure decisions.
Why is the underrepresentation of women in economics a problem ?
As executive director of the Washington State Investment Board,
Theresa Whitmarsh is one of very few women to wield a big influence in her industry. At the World Economic Forum Annual
Meeting in 2014, she said: « If you exclude 50% of the talent pool,
it’s no wonder you find yourself in a war for talent ». Women are
not totally excluded from economics, but the rate is very low.
Theresa Whitmarsh pointed out the fateful consequence of women's underrepresentation in economics: universities and firms
lose potential employees.
Moreover, a study has shown that topics favoured by women in
research are different than those favoured by men: women are
more attracted by health, education and welfare than by macroeconomics and monetary economics. It has shown that male
economists were more skeptical of regulation and high minimum wages, and less likely to favour redistribution, than wom-
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en were. Therefore the low rate of women in economics implies
less research in those topics, and less investment in them, which
could lead to a non-optimisation of policy decisions.
What can be done ?
Gender gap in economists will not disappear naturally. It is in
favour of the common good to raise the rate of women in economics, and actions can be done.

“ Theresa Whitmarsh pointed
out the fateful consequence of
women's underrepresentation
in economics: universities and
firms lose potential
employees.”
Collecting information and building solidarity is the first step
to mend the leaky pipeline. The International Association for
Feminist Economics has tried to collect data to understand the
problem so it can be solved. One of the solutions is to support
early-career pipeline and mentoring programmes; their goal is
to help participants to develop skills and networks. The CSWEP
sponsors these types of programmes, and economists have studied its effectiveness and report that the mentoring program had a
positive effect on a number of professional outcomes, such as the
number of publications.

Some economists also think that the way the subject is presented to undergraduate students should be revised. Economics are
taught most of the time in a lecture format, but it has been shown
that active learning increases exam scores and decreases failure
rates relative to traditional lecturing, with particular benefit for
women in male-dominated fields. Additionally, universities are
starting to create programmes that give support to women. For
instance, Harvard has created its Undergraduate Women in Economics Challenge, an initiative to encourage more undergraduate women to major in economics.

“ It is in favour of the common
good to raise the rate of
women in economics, and
actions can be done. ”
Finally, the hardest thing to remove is implicit and institutional
barriers. The glass ceiling is everywhere at anytime, and universities and employers have to change their behaviour to ensure representation of women in economics. A lot can be done: removing
identifiers in university exams, committing to fair and relevant
admissions or hiring criteria, collecting more evidence on candidates’ competencies, scrutinizing the drop-out rate of female
undergraduates, using nudges, … Some interventions are easier
than others. For example, studies show that having more female
teachers and female professors in universities is a powerful encouragement for women seeking postgraduate positions. But if
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the number of women in universities could be easily raised, the
problem would already have been solved.
To conclude, underrepresentation of women in economics is not
a female problem, it is an economic problem. As Lael Brainard,
a member of the US Federal Reserve’s Board of Governors, said,
women and men should start to bring « diversity in the economics profession in order to help policy makers make better
decisions in promoting a healthier economy ». We have to continue to recognise the problem, measure it objectively and find
solutions. To all the actual and future female economists that are
reading this article, one final comment: Go Girls!

women-and-economics
Peter Vanham, To woman on a mission to close the gender gap in
Finance, Forbes, 20-01-2016
h t t p s : / / w w w. f o r b e s . c o m / s i t e s / w o r l d e c o n o m i c f o rum/2016/01/20/the-woman-on-a-mission-to-close-the-gender-gap-in-finance/#4dc399fb6abe
Inès Goncalves Rapaso. A few good (wo)men - on the representation of women in economics, Bruegel, 15-01-2018
https://bruegel.org/2018/01/a-few-good-women-on-the-representation-of-women-in-economics/
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The influence of Joan
Robinson on Economic
thinking
by Louise Damade

F

rom Adam Smith to nowadays, most contributors to economic theory were men. Now that gender equality is an important
issue in society, diversity is more present. For instance, Elinor
Ostrom was the first female economist who received the Nobel
Memorial Prize in economics in 2009 for her work in economic
governance. Despite a lack of women in the history of economic
thought – at least independently from their husbands, it is possible to find some strong female figures who shaped the way we
think of economics today. Joan Robinson is one of them. She was
one of the leading figures of the Post-Keynesian economists and
one of the members of the Keynes’ advisor group.
She became famous when she published her book The Economics of Imperfect competition in 1933. With Edward Chamberlin,
she is part of an economist generation who criticised the widespread view of perfect competition and developed an imperfect
competition model. Robinson’s work, together with Chamberlin’s, shifted the traditional Smith’s perspective that monopoly is
in opposition with competition, to a model in which each firm in
an industry behaves like a monopolist. This way, it was possible
to reconcile an idea of competition with increasing returns to
scale in an industry.

concept of monopsony, which is a market with only one buyer.
In this framework, she showed that a worker was earning a wage
lower than the value of his marginal product. Furthermore, she
studied the case where a monopolist sells the same good in two
different markets. She demonstrated that when setting prices, the
firm would put a higher price in the market with the more inelastic demand.

“She is particularly remembered for her concept of
monopsony.”

“Robinson is part of an economist generation who criticised
the widespread view of perfect
competition and developed an
imperfect competition model.”
Robinson and Chamberlin did not work together – Robinson was
based in Cambridge England, while Chamberlin was based in the
USA, mainly at Harvard where he did his PhD – but their ideas
were very similar. They both considered an individual firm as a
monopolist for the good they produce in competition with firms
producing close substitutes. Then, they thought that free entry in
a market implied a decrease in prices until profits were equal to
zero. Thus, they concluded that the equilibrium meant marginal
revenue equals marginal cost, and average revenue equals average cost. However, Robinson made some original contributions
compared to Chamberlin; she is particularly remembered for her

A monopsony is a market with only one buyer. For example, there may be only
one firm offering employment in an area. In this case, the wage will be below the
marginal cost for the supplier, i.e. the worker.

Her work on imperfect competition is a major contribution to
the history of economic thought. Moreover, in the 1930s, Robinson was part of the Keynes’ advisory group on the General
Theory. This was a gathering of prominent economists – such as
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James Meade, who won the Nobel Memorial Prize in economics
in 1977 – who criticised Keynes’ previous theories and discussed
new ideas for the constitution of the General Theory. In addition
to her participation in this group, Robinson published a number
of academic papers to explain ideas that she thought were not
clear, despite the publication of her book. As such, she became
one of the main figures of Post-Keynesian economists. Even in
the 1940s when she started exploring Marx’ theories, she interpreted his work along the lines of Keynes’ ideas.

“[Robinson was] of the main
figures of Post-Keynesian
economists.”
Nevertheless, at the end of her life, she developed controversial
views, supporting Maoist China and North Korea. It appears that
these ideas are the main reason why she did not receive a Nobel
Memorial Prize in economics in 1975. Indeed, this year, she was
considered by the selection committee of the Prize and several
economists thought she would be chosen. It is interesting to notice that, in the case of Joan Robinson, obtaining or not the Prize
was not directly related to the fact that she was a woman, even
though there was much speculation on why exactly she did not
receive it.

“Robinson was part of the
Keynes’ advisory group on the
General Theory.”
Her controversial ideas are often highlighted, as well as her
strong character; for instance, when she thought someone was
wasting her time with useless ideas, she stopped listening and
it was then really hard to convince her. There are several theories of why Robinson didn’t receive the Nobel Prize: According
to Assar Lindbeck, a member of the selection committee for the
Prize in 1975, the committee was afraid that either she would
reject the Prize, or she would accept it to use this legitimization
as a tool to attack mainstream economics. A friend of Joan Robinson, Geoff Harcourt – an Australian economist – gave another
point of view: he thought it was more a matter of “international”
relationships. Indeed, for him, Sweden and Great Britain did not
treat well their respective economists – he thought British academia did not receive very well the ideas of Wicksell, a Swedish
economist from the end of XIXth century and beginning of XXth
century – so the Nobel committee was not so prone to award a
British economist. According to Harcourt, when analysing the

“[In her later years, Robinson]
developed controversial views it appears that these ideas are
the main reason why she did
not receive a Nobel Memorial
Prize in economics in 1975.”

typical profile of British economists honoured by the Economic
Prize, discrimination became almost obvious. Awarded British
had to be more widely recognised, praised and with easy-going
personalities than required from others nationalities; Joan Robinson, with her strong ideas, did not fit these requirements. Another reason proposed to explain why Robinson did not win the
Prize was that the committee wanted to reward her for her work
on imperfect competition. However, she published her book in
1933, and in 1975 – the year her candidature was discussed – she
had repudiated these ideas. As it was the main corpus on which
the committee wanted to reward her for, they removed her from
the list of potential candidates. Once again, this shows that her
work on imperfect competition was one of the most recognised
economic contributions.

“She was a great economist,
and one of the most powerful
female economists of her
century.”
This lack of Nobel Prize in her curriculum vitae does not seem
to be a problem for her recognition among her peers. Her work,
especially on imperfect competition, is part of today’s economics, as well as her contributions to Keynes ideas. Thus, one can
say that she was a great economist, and one of the most powerful
female economists of her century.
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Women’s
contribution
to economic
growth
by Hélène Lechêne

T

he French economist Alfred Sauvy highlighted a shift of the
workforce throughout the three sectors of the economy;
there is now more workforce in the service sector - the tertiary
sector - than in the primary and manufacturing ones, as technical
progress increased each sector’s productivity. It seems that women have benefited from these economic-related society’s transformations since they have become wage-earners in the 1960’s
in developed countries. By earning wages, their work started to
be taken into account when calculating the GDP; they became
recognised contributors to their country’s economic growth. We
might wonder then, what was women’s contribution to economic
growth before, and how has it evolved?
Historical retrospective of women’s contribution to the domestic
production

“Women have always
worked.”
The gross domestic product - GDP - began to be used as an economic indicator in the 1930s, thanks to the American economist and statistician Simon Kuznets. GDP can be expressed as
the sum of all companies’ gross value added in a country. The
first usual way to measure economic growth is in terms of production. Before establishing a national accountability system,
census, which recorded the working population, could give an
assessment of women’s contribution to the domestic product.
In the XIXth century, women contributed to the national product by working on farms, as domestics, or in factories, for instance in textile manufactures. According to the historian Sylvia Schweitzer, “women have always worked”: they have never
represented less than a third of the workforce. However, they
were not considered as contributors to the economic growth, as
they did not receive any salary. Indeed, the second way to assess
the GDP is in terms of distribution, that is to say, by looking at
the share of the value added. After the industrial revolution, the
value added essentially stemmed from the production coming
from the manufacturing sector. During the XXth century, women have progressively been evicted from factories due to gender
stereotypes. Until the end of the XXth century, the labour force
was overwhelmingly male. One exception is the First World War,
when women have been essential to the industrial production,
by working in factories while their husbands were on the battlefield. Still, their ability to be employed was again denied after the
war, even though some women wanted to keep working. Indeed,
in France for instance, Vichy’s Government blamed women for

dispossessing men of their job and for imperilling the national
demography. Furthermore, in the same country, women were
not able to work without their husband’s permission until 1965.
The “Thirty Glorious Years” following World War II were, according to the French economist Jean Fourastié, a turning point.
Women have gradually integrated the income earning sphere,
and most of them worked as employees. Nowadays, according
to the OCDE’s statistics, on average in Europe, the tertiary sector
accounts for 70% of the value added; and in France, according to
INSEE’s statistics, women make up 55,8% of the service industry.

“Women integrating into the
salary society and earning wages [...] had a positive impact
on growth according to the
Keynesian multiplier effect.”
The impact of women’s consumption on economic growth
If the economic situation of a country is correlated with the domestic supply, it is also affected by people’s consumption. Indeed,
in a Keynesian approach, companies produce only if they foresee demand of their goods and services, which means that economic growth depends on demand. Then, the consumer society,
that has dawned in the XXth century, partly explains the average
5% growth in developed countries during the “Thirty Glorious
Years.” In this consumer society, it is the housewife who is targeted by advertising. For instance, typical goods which emerged
during that century are household equipment, first in the United States, and then in western Europe. Even though the women
were the ones targeted, at first, it is their husbands’ wages which
was used to buy these goods, and which, in the end, contributed
to economic growth. Afterwards, with women integrating into
the salary society and earning wages, the number of consumers
doubled, which had a positive impact on growth according to the
Keynesian multiplier effect.
Endogenous growth theories
However, new theories of growth emerged in the 1960s. For instance, endogenous growth theories hold that knowledge, human capital and skills play a major role in economic growth.
According to the American economist Gary Becker, “economists
regard expenditures on education, training, medical care, and so
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on as investments in human capital.” Indeed, both Theodore W.
Schulz, an American economist, and Gary Becker, highlighted
that human capital favours people’s productivity and in the end
increases the GDP. Following these theories, women have an
important contribution to growth. In fact, the social scientists
Christian Baudelot and Georges Establet highlighted that nowadays on average mothers spend ten hours per week helping their
children doing their homework, while their husbands only spend
four hours per week for the same task. Moreover, women are also
more numerous to work in the medical care.

growth. GDP is even less reliable to assess women’s contribution
to economic growth in some developing countries where domestic labour done by women is all the more significant.

Is GDP the best economic indicator to measure women’s contribution to the national product?
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The growth of world air
traffic and its impact on
climate change
by Sébastien Montpetit

D

riven by economic growth in East Asia, world air traffic has
increased at a very rapid pace in the last decades. As more
and more people join the middle class in emerging countries,
the market for domestic flights is expanding rapidly, which, in
turn, boosts demand for commercial flights in different parts of
the world. This has contributed a lot to the continuous growth
of air traffic, which has quadrupled in 30 years. This is good
news for cities like Toulouse, as aircraft production should continue to increase steadily. However, because the environmental impact of the transportation sector is quite high, growth
in this sector raises the question of how this trend will affect
climate change. While it may seem like we are moving toward
an environmental catastrophe, progress in terms of technology and fuel consumption may lessen the ecological footprint
of the aeronautical industry.

Air Traffic Around the World
According to the International Civil Aviation Organization –
ICAO, a UN specialised agency responsible for international
civil aviation standards, 4.3 billion passengers embarked on
regular – commercial – flights in 2018, which represents a
6.4% increase compared to the previous year. In perspective,
this rate is about twice the growth rate of the world’s real GDP.
Nonetheless, this impressive increase is not new: air traffic
growth has been very stable in the past decades, doubling every 15 years, and has been resilient to external shocks – such
as recessions or the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

Paul Chiambaretto, a Professor of Marketing and Strategy at
Montpellier Business School, argues in The Conversation in
2008 that the rapid expansion of air traffic is a result of both
demand-side and supply-side factors. On the demand side,
he stresses the tight link between the development level of
a country and the consumption level of air transport. The
International Air Transport Association’s estimate of income
elasticity of the demand for airplane tickets is between 1.5
and 2, meaning that a 1% increase in national income implies
people buy 1.5 to 2% more tickets. A prime example of this

“Air traffic growth has been
very stable in the past decades,
doubling every 15 years, and
has been resilient to external
shocks.”
relationship between economic growth and air transport demand is Asia. Passenger traffic in Asia, expressed in revenue
passenger-kilometres (RPK) – i.e. the number of passengers
multiplied by the distance travelled, a standard measure of air
traffic in the industry – grew by 9.5% in the region, which currently accounts for 34.8% of world traffic. Furthermore, planes
are now used more than ever for freight transport, which
pushes the demand for commercial flights even further.
On the supply side, the emergence of low-cost companies,
especially in Europe, has forced other airline companies to
lower their prices. For prices to fall, economic theory suggests
that the increase in supply must be greater than the increase
in demand, which says a lot about the weight that companies
such as Ryanair and Easyjet have on the market.
Airplanes and Global Warming
The growth of air transport seems a priori incompatible with
the international community’s objective of limiting global
warming. Transoceanic flights require tens of thousands of
litres of jet fuel for an ever increasing number of departures.
In 2017, the transport sector was responsible for 25% of the
European Union’s greenhouse gas emissions. Even if air transport generates a small share of these transport emissions, the
level of emissions remains very high.
However, new technologies have been implemented by airplane manufacturers to reduce fuel consumption, and consequently mitigate the environmental footprint of aviation.
According to the ICAO, aircraft operations are now 70% more
efficient than they were in the 1970s. The organisation claims
that reducing aircraft noise and emissions is one of its main
priorities. Airline companies and manufacturers are committed to deploying new systems that limit greenhouse gas emissions. They mainly focus on three fields: improving airport
infrastructures, adapting aircraft technology and increasing
the use of sustainable fuels.
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“New technologies have been
implemented by airplane manufacturers to reduce fuel consumption, and consequently
mitigate the environmental
footprint of aviation.”
In particular, the CORSIA program, adopted in October 2016
in Montreal, Canada, is one of the first binding international
environmental agreements in history. This ambitious program
aims at maintaining the level of carbon emissions of international aviation at the 2020 threshold. Under the agreement,
for the first six years, 65 countries representing 87% of world
air traffic, committed to halting the increase in air transport
emissions from 2020 to 2026. From 2027, all 191 member
countries – with some exceptions for less-developed countries and isolated countries – will be bound by the constraining agreement. As a result of the agreement, a carbon market
will be created to force companies that pollute more to buy
credits from less polluting companies in order to compensate
for their emissions.
At a time when progress concerning the reduction in carbon
emissions is scarce, the progress made by the transport industry proves that there is hope. Not only has this sector succeeded in slowing the increase in greenhouse gas emissions
despite a high growth in demand, but it has set also ambitious
targets for the following decade. Hopefully, many other international initiatives will follow to curb worldwide greenhouse
emissions. That being said, it was nice to see Greta Thunberg
in Montreal with about half a million people for the Global
Climate Strike on 27 September 2019. Greta, may you inspire
all of us to fight climate change together!
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Knowledge for all
Open access to
scientific research
by Stefan Preuss

S

cientific papers are at the very heart of our student lives.
They cause nightmares as they feature on the seemingly
endless reading list for our seminars and inspire dreams as we
strive for seeing our own name in the list of authors. Still, few
students waste a thought on the business side of scientific
publishing. Unjustly so, as the field might undergo radical
changes in the coming years with far-reaching consequences
for academia.
The source of the potential upheaval is a European initiative
for open-access science publishing. Under the code name
“Plan S,” the European Commission and the national research
organisations of twelve European countries demand that all
work resulting from publicly funded research shall be made
accessible free of charge by 2021. In concrete terms, the
plan stipulates that research worth €7.6 billion needs to be
uploaded in open-access journals. This demand pits them
against publishing houses, which fear a severe disruption to
their existing business model.
A monopoly on knowledge
As the bankrollers of most research in their countries, national
research organisations take a reasonable interest in reforming a system that absurdly overcharges them for bringing
the results of the research to the public. In the current system, publishing houses receive the manuscripts of publicly
financed researchers free of charge. The manuscripts are
in turn checked by peer reviewers – most of whom are also
employed at universities. At the end of the production chain,
publishers sell the resulting journals to university libraries.
Collectively, publicly funded institutions therefore buy the
fruits of their own labour.
Of course, publishers also incur certain costs, such as for administrative tasks, marketing, layout, printing and, perhaps
most importantly, the administration of the peer review
process. But they could by no means explain the immense
increases in journal prices observed over the last decades.
From 1984 to 2005, the average price charged for academic
periodicals in the US increased sixfold while the overall price
level rose by a factor of less than two (see Figure).

“Publishing houses are in a
quasi-monopoly position with
nearly unrestricted pricing
power.”

University libraries are increasingly unwilling or unable to
pay. Couperin, a consortium representing 250 French education institutes, announced last year that its negotiations with
Springer came to nought and that it will no longer subscribe
to their journals. However, giving up access to top journals
is hardly an option for universities. Researchers must stay up
to date with the latest findings in their fields and students,
whether they like it or not, need to go through their reading
lists.
It follows that publishing houses are in a quasi-monopoly position with nearly unrestricted pricing power. This is evident
not only from the price increases for journals, but also by the
profits that the three biggest publishers – Springer, Elsevier
and Wiley-Blackwell – regularly amass. Elsevier, for example,
chalked up profit margins of 37% in 2018. In comparison, the
average listed company in the S&P 500 index had a margin of
only 10% in that year.

Dear Science
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Science without borders
The deficiencies of the current system raise the question for
an alternative model. One answer is provided by open access,
meaning the free provisioning of research results online. This
can take two forms: the first one is “green open access,” where
an article continues to be submitted in a paid journal. In addition, after an embargo period of six to twelve months, the
authors upload the article for the purpose of self-archiving to
their institution’s website. The second is called “golden open
access” and refers to publications in journals that are themselves accessible free of charge. Their main difference concerns how the journal covers the remaining publication costs.
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“One answer is provided by
open access, meaning the free
provisioning of research results online.”
In the green model, the reader continues to pay the journal
for the privilege of early access. In the golden model, the costs
are covered by “publication fees” settled by the authors, who
usually pass them on to the funder – e.g. their university or
grant provider.
With the advent of open access at the beginning of the century, many predicted the end of the existing payment model.
And indeed, open access has made some inroads – including
the Public Library of Science and BioMed Central journals, as
well as the ArXiv website, an online repository for scientific
manuscripts. Many students will also be familiar with Sci-Hub,
a website hosting papers without regard to copyright. In a legal way, however, the expected open access revolution never
fully materialised. Today, only a quarter of scientific articles
are made freely available, most of them in green open access.
Now Plan S intends to radically accelerate the transition. It
responds to calls for greater transparency and cost efficiency regarding the use of public money. Further, it is expected
to accelerate the speed of discoveries. As science advances
through cross-fertilisation between projects, any barriers
such as paywalls or embargo periods necessarily slow it down.
Instantly uploading manuscripts, even before the protracted
peer reviewing process, could serve as a catalyst of scientific
progress.
Moreover, extending the diffusion of scientific knowledge
to a less affluent audience renders science more equitable
and encourages diverse thinking in academia. Finally, open
access may shift the focus away from publishing exclusively
significant results and allow the research community insights
into “failed” studies that may have equally valuable insights
to give. One study claims that the results of half of all clinic
trials in the US go unpublished (Riveros et al., 2013). Without
knowing about these, researchers may end up pursuing dead
ends that have already been explored by their colleagues.
S for Short-Sighted?
In the eyes of sceptics however, the sweeping changes of Plan
S risk undermining the quality of research by severely hurting high-class journals. A particularly contentious demand
of Plan S is a proposed cap on publication fees. This would
be particularly hard to meet for journals with high rejection
rates. Since they also incur expenses for the peer review of
rejected articles, they face significantly higher costs for every
publication. Nature, for example, estimates their publication

fees to be at $40,000 per article – many times the limit contemplated by backers of Plan S.
Renowned journals pride themselves on their selectivity as it
grants their articles a quality seal that open access journals
could struggle to replicate. Critics fear that in the extreme
case, open access can end in the practice of “predatory journals,” which accept any article for the sole purpose of cashing
in the authors’ publication fees. A survey by the Nature Publishing Group shows that almost half of the authors therefore
express doubts about the quality of open access journals.
The main worry about Plan S is therefore that rather than reforming the publishing system worldwide, it could create a
parallel system for European research. If the top journals do
not go along with the proposed changes, nationally funded
researchers would be restricted to less reputable open access
outfits. In the worst case, this could even lead to an exodus
of scientific talent to countries or funders without open
access-requirements. Recognising the risks of an abrupt implementation, the consortium behind Plan S has postponed
its introduction by a year – it was initially supposed to start
in 2020 – and suggested a two-year transition period. Even
after that delay, it remains all but clear whether the plan will
indeed manifest or remain the pipe dream of disenchanted
open-access advocates.

“The main worry about
Plan S is therefore that rather
than reforming the publishing
system worldwide, it could
create a parallel system for
European research.”
Conclusion
In the current system, publishers use monopoly power to
demand exaggerated prices from university libraries without compensating those who contributed to the research.
Open access promises to upend the practice and extend the
insights of scientific research to a much broader range of people without any financial limitations. But as its advancement
has stalled, new political support is required to maintain the
momentum. Plan S could potentially provide this boost. Its
success, however, depends on whether it can create mechanisms to continue the process of rigorous peer review and
uphold quality. If it does, the plan could serve to inspire other
countries to pursue open-access initiatives. Elsewise, it will
founder as a quixotic undertaking aspiring for a world with
free, unlimited knowledge for all.
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French Corner

Le problème de
l’art contemporain
par Rémi Perrichon

D

ire qu’on a du mal avec l’art contemporain, c’est toujours un
problème vis-à-vis des autres et de soi-même.

Les autres
Vis-à-vis des autres, d’abord, car les raisons pour lesquelles l’art
contemporain pose problème ne sont souvent pas valables aux
yeux des connaisseurs.
Devant un monochrome de Malevitch, si j’affirme qu’un “enfant
peut faire la même chose”, on me prend pour cet idiot qui réduit
l’art à un simple savoir-faire, on me résume à cette personne un
peu limitée qui n’a pas compris que le Beau en art est bel et bien
mort.

Affirmer que l’art contemporain pose problème est devenu délicat pour une raison simple : il est aujourd’hui institué. Pour aller
à l’essentiel : il est entré dans les musées. Or, une œuvre qui passe
la porte du Centre Pompidou ou du MoMA c’est un peu comme
un auteur qui entre dans la Pléiade : il devient peu ou prou impossible d’en formuler une critique qui ne soit pas érudite sans se
mettre en danger. On peut être en désaccord, mais pas n’importe
comment.
La mise en danger vis-à-vis des autres repose souvent sur le risque de révéler sa méconnaissance des codes artistiques, des déplacements, des références que l’artiste mobilise et prend plaisir
à détourner. Confier que l’on n’aime pas l’art contemporain, c’est
souvent avouer qu’on ne maîtrise pas assez l’histoire de l’art pour
voir la subversion, comprendre la démarche, bref, comprendre
pourquoi “c’est du génie !”.
Car l’art contemporain est souvent un plaisir intellectuel avant
d’être un plaisir esthétique. Il suffit pour s’en convaincre de reprendre le jargon des artistes eux-mêmes.

Si je me scandalise que le Balloon Dog orange de Jeff Koons se
soit vendu 58,4 millions de dollars chez Christie’s en 2013 et que
j’assure “trouver la même chose à moins de 20 euros chez GiFi”,
on sourit très poliment devant ma crédulité et ma méconnaissance du marché de l’art.
En société, affirmer ne pas comprendre l’art contemporain, c’est
ainsi jouer le rôle du rabat-joie ou de “l’imbécile”.
Je suis forcément rabat-joie quand je ne partage pas l’euphorie
générale qui se manifeste devant trois points noirs au milieu d’un
carré blanc. J’ai un peu l’impression d’être un “imbécile” quand
l’art contemporain suscite chez les autres une réflexion sur notre
rapport à l’univers, et que moi je pense surtout que le billet d’entrée et l’audioguide m’ont coûté 15 euros.
J’ai beau me forcer : si je n’ai aucun scrupule à reconnaître que la
peinture byzantine du IXème siècle me laisse de marbre, je me
sens un peu coupable de dire que l’art contemporain provoque
chez moi une espèce de malaise.

C’est, par exemple, Vasarely qui affirme avec ses multiples concevoir “un système d’art mural à intégrer organiquement dans
l’architecture”. C’est aussi Michael Heizer qui déplace un bloc de
granite de 340 tonnes pour l’exposer au Musée d’art du comté
de Los Angeles et ainsi faire de “l’art statique”. Enfin, c’est Yves
Klein qui réalise en 1958 à la galerie Iris Clert une exposition
complètement vide au titre énigmatique : “La spécialisation de
la sensibilité à l’état de matière première en sensibilité (dite “Le
Vide”)”.
Devant ce plaisir intellectuel, nous ne sommes pas tous égaux.

French Corner
On le sait depuis La Distinction de Pierre Bourdieu, la culture
légitime est une affaire d’initiés, c’est-à-dire une affaire d’origine
sociale. Or, “l’influence de l’origine sociale n’est jamais aussi forte,
toutes choses étant égales par ailleurs, qu’en matière de culture
libre ou de culture d’avant-garde”.
Qu’est-ce que cela veut dire ? Que le malaise que j’éprouve devant
les autres, eux ne l’éprouvent peut-être pas. Pourquoi ? Car la
stratification temporelle des goûts repose sur un double mouvement d’innovation des classes supérieures et de diffusion aux
classes populaires. En un mot : l’art contemporain est fait par une
élite, pour une élite, dans un souci de distinction. Si l’art contemporain me dérange, c’est que je n’appartiens probablement pas à
cette élite.
Dans l’art contemporain, une poignée de galeries suffisent à faire
le déclin ou le succès d’un artiste. La sociologue Annie Verger en
cite quelques unes dans son article “Le champ des avants-garde” publié dans les Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales.
Pêle-mêle : la galerie Jean Fournier, la galerie Iris Clert, la galerie
Maeght. Le monopole de la consécration dans l’art contemporain
est souvent détenu par des individus au fort capital social (Aimé
Maeght rencontre Bonnard et Matisse, édite les poèmes de René
Char), économique (Iris Clert est fille de grands propriétaires
terriens et de banquiers), et culturel (les deux directrices de la
Galerie Gillespie-Laage-Salomon sont historiennes).

“Le vrai problème de l’art
contemporain se situe
pourtant au-delà de ces
inégalités sociales.”
Ainsi, si les classes supérieures sont “en avance” sur l’art contemporain, c’est qu’elles décident de ce qui sera artistique ou non. Si
on trouve aujourd’hui les Marilyn Monroe d’Andy Warhol à la La
Foir’Fouille, c’est par mimétisme des classes populaires : double
mouvement d’innovation et de diffusion.
Le vrai problème de l’art contemporain se situe pourtant au-delà
de ces inégalités sociales. Au fond, le Grand Prix de Rome n’at-il pas exercé dans le passé une influence semblable à celle des
grandes galeries parisiennes aujourd’hui ? N’y a-t-il pas toujours
eu d’art populaire et d’art “légitime” ?

Moi

“Je suis au fond toujours condamné au rejet de l’art qui
m’est contemporain.
C’est en réalité vis-à-vis de moi-même, spectateur, que se situe
le véritable problème. C’est un fait : l’art contemporain est une
mise en doute si radicale du jugement esthétique qu’il dégonfle mes certitudes en matière d’art pour les réduire à ce qu’elles
ont de minimal. Ce qui me touche, ce que je trouve artistique, a
probablement été décrié dans le passé puis digéré et finalement
adulé des dizaines d’années plus tard. Je suis au fond toujours
condamné au rejet de l’art qui m’est contemporain. En perpétuel retard sur les créations de mon époque, je suis comme forcé
d’attendre que d’autres digèrent la nouveauté pour me la rendre
plus familière.
L’histoire de l’art nous enseigne d’ailleurs qu’il faut redoubler
de prudence lorsqu’on condamne le renouvellement des formes
artistiques.
La plupart des historiens retiennent comme acte fondateur de
l’art moderne - au choix - l’ouverture du Salon des Refusés de
1863 ou l’exposition de l’Olympia au Salon de 1865. Dans les
deux cas, Manet n’échappe pas aux rires moqueurs de ses contemporains. Ernest Chesneau, critique d’art alors en vogue décrit
« une ignorance presque enfantine des premiers éléments du
dessin, parti-pris de vulgarité inconcevable ».
Mais voilà, après le clip de Womanizer de Britney Spears et les
happenings d’Yves Klein où de jeunes femmes nues s’enduisent
de peinture bleue, le scandale de 1865 n’est plus si tapageur et
le propos d’Ernest Chesneau nous semble clairement rétrograde.
Olympia s’est assagie et Manet est devenu très fréquentable.
La démarche de Carolee Schneemann autour de “l’espace vulvique” qui consiste, disons-le, à dérouler un rouleau de papier
logé dans son vagin, m’apparaîtra-t-elle un jour artistique avant
de m’inspirer le sentiment d’une imposture ? Le doute est permis.
Le problème de l’art contemporain, c’est qu’on ne sait pas si la
confusion qu’il provoque est l’indice que mon jugement est prisonnier de son époque, ou que, décidément, nous faisons fausse
route.
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Taxe carbone
et redistribution
Par Maël Jammes

A

lors que Greta Thumberg s’indigne au sommet de l’ONU
pour le climat, les émissions de gaz à effet de serre ne cessent de s’élever. Pour respecter la barre des deux degrés choisie
par la COP 21, la concentration de CO2 devrait se stabiliser
puis diminuer. Or elle augmente, à hauteur de 2 ppm (partie par
million) par an. Il y a quelques mois , le gouvernement français
annonça une augmentation de la taxe carbone. Une vague de
contestation déferla sur le territoire français, les Gilets Jaunes,
et une partie de la population s’indigna de l’égocentrisme des
manifestants : c’est pourtant l’avenir des générations futures qui
est en jeu ! Mais n’aurait-on pas oublié l’aspect inégalitaire de la
taxe carbone ?
Quésaco « taxe carbone » ?
La taxe carbone ou CCE (Contribution Climat Énergie) existe
depuis 2014. Elle s’ajoute à d’autres taxes qui sont la TICPE
(Taxe Intérieur sur la Consommation de Produit Énergétique)
et la TVA. En 2018, 61,4 % du prix du SP 95 correspond à des
taxes. La TICPE représente à elle seule 73 % du montant des
taxes, ce qui en fait la quatrième source de revenu de l’état. La
CCE, quant à elle, est relative aux quantités de CO2 émises par
la source d’énergie utilisée (essence, gazole, fioul…). Elle a vu sa
valeur augmenter progressivement, passant de 7 euros à 55 euros
par tonne de CO2 émise entre 2014 et 2019. L’ambition de la Loi
finance de 2018 était d’atteindre 86,4 euros/t CO2 en 2022.

“Payer une taxe carbone,
c’est donc payer le vrai prix
de sa consommation. Alors
pourquoi des milliers de personne ont-elles occupé des
ronds-points un peu partout
en France ?”
Contrairement aux autres taxes sur les carburants, la taxe carbone
a pour mission d’intérioriser les externalités dues à l’émission de
CO2. Cette taxe pigouvienne vise à atteindre un signal prix en
accord avec le bien commun. Pour les économistes, calculer le
coût de la tonne peut se révéler complexe. En effet, le cycle de
vie du CO2 s’étale sur environ 80 ans, ce qui force à anticiper
l’ensemble des dommages résultant de cette consommation tout

au long de cette période. Payer une taxe carbone c’est donc transférer des fonds du présent vers les générations suivantes.
Une tonne de CO2 émise entraînerait 1200 euros de dommage
sur la période. Avec un taux d’actualisation de 4% (voir Christian
Gollier, « Le climat après la fin du mois »), cela conduit à payer
50 euros aujourd’hui. Une évaluation en accord avec le rapport
de Stern et Stiglitz de 2017, évaluait la tonne de CO2 entre 40 et
80 euros. On estime qu’en moyenne, un être humain émet 5,5
tonnes de CO2 par an. Le gouvernement toucherait alors une
recette carbone par tête d’environ 275 euros.
Payer une taxe carbone, c’est donc payer le vrai prix de sa consommation. Alors pourquoi des milliers de personne ont-elles
occupé des ronds-points un peu partout en France ?
Opposition à la taxe carbone
Après les Bonnets Rouges en 2015, le mouvement populaire d’octobre 2018 fait à nouveau remonter des oppositions à la mise en
place de la taxe.

“Il est important de se souvenir que la taxe carbone
constitue un instrument fiscal
régressif”
Entre 2016 et 2018, la taxe carbone passe de 22 euros à 44,6 euros/t/CO2. En parallèle, le prix annuel moyen du baril de Brent
augmente d’environ 60 %. L’augmentation des prix des carburants
qui a mis le feu aux poudres est donc le résultat d’une augmentation de la taxe carbone mais surtout d’une augmentation des
cours du pétrole. Les deux cumulés ont bien évidemment rendu
le coup encore plus rude, mais surtout pour qui ?
Il est important de se souvenir que la taxe carbone constitue un
instrument fiscal régressif : les taxes sur les carburants prennent
une part relative dans les revenus des plus démunis supérieure
à celle des plus aisés. Il faut aussi prendre en compte le facteur
géographique : les zones péri-urbaines voire rurales abritent
beaucoup de personnes à bas revenus. L’éloignement des services,
et l’absence ou le manque de transport en commun conduisent
inévitablement à une très forte dépendance aux carburants. Le
manque de produits de substitution piège ces personnes, et les
condamne à subir de plein fouet la hausse des prix.

French Corner
« Jaune de rage » pouvait-on voir écrit sur les pancartes, trois
mots qui illustrent le sentiment d’injustice ressenti par les manifestants. Un sentiment compréhensible quand on sait que 45
% des émissions de CO2 en Europe proviennent d’entreprises
soumises à une taxe carbone deux fois moins importante que
pour le reste des agents (dont les ménages).

Pour autant, l’impact du CO2 sur le réchauffement climatique
nous force à agir. Malgré son aspect inégalitaire et un système
global encore imparfait (ETS, manque de coordination internationale, etc), une taxe carbone doit voir le jour. La question est :
comment la rendre acceptable ?
Solutions et redistribution
« La goutte d’eau qui fait déborder le vase » est l’expression parfois
employée pour dénoncer l’importance de la hausse des prix des
carburants dans le mouvement des Gilets Jaunes. Comme on a
pu le voir, c’est l’augmentation simultanée des cours du pétrole
et de la CCE qui en est à l’origine. Dans un contexte de hausse
des prix d’un produit peu substituable, est-il avisé de la part du
gouvernement d’augmenter la pression fiscale ?

“Tout réside en réalité dans
l’allocation des recettes”
Entre 2000 et 2002, la TIPP flottante variait en sens inverse des
cours du pétrole. Une hausse des cours du Brent était donc amortie par une diminution de la taxe. Un tel mécanisme en 2018
aurait évité en théorie une hausse trop brusque. Or, ce n’est pas
l’objectif d’une taxe carbone. Cette dernière doit mesurer l’impact des émissions de CO2 dont la valeur ne dépend absolument
pas des cours du pétrole. De plus, si chaque pays adoptait cette
pratique, les exportateurs de pétrole n’auraient qu’à augmenter
leurs prix jusqu’à réduire la part de la taxe à zéro.
Tout réside en réalité dans l’allocation des recettes.
Crédit Lilian Heliot

Cette différence provient de l’European Trading Scheme (ETS),
marché des quotas d’émission mis en place à partir de 2005. À la
suite de la mise en place du système, une augmentation de 10%
des investissements verts des entreprises a conduit à une diminution de leurs émissions. Arrivent les crises des subprimes et de la
dette souveraine qui entraînent une diminution de la production
et donc de la demande de quotas d’émissions. Actuellement le
prix de la t/CO2 pour ces entreprises s’élève à 25 euros, son plus
haut niveau depuis 2008. Un écart de prix aberrant, et ce même
sur le plan de l’efficacité économique : le signal prix doit être le
même pour tous.

“L’utilisation des recettes est
floue pour la population.”
Enfin, se pose le problème de l’utilisation des recettes de la taxe
carbone. En 2016 par exemple, sur les 3,8 milliards de recettes,
3 milliards sont affectés au Crédit d’Impôt pour la Compétitivité
et l’Emploi (CICE). Le montant des fonds affectés à la transition
écologique est donc minoritaire. L’utilisation des recettes est
floue pour la population. Dans un contexte de suppression de
l’ISF, augmenter la taxe carbone dont une partie des recettes est
allouée au budget général constitue au minimum un mauvais
message politique. Ces messages sont déterminants, car en fin
de compte, c’est à la génération actuelle d’accepter la transition.

La commission Rocard donne une première piste : utiliser une
partie des recettes pour financer des projets bas carbones, et l’autre pour réduire les charges sociales. En moyenne annuelle, la
charge sociale s’élève à 28 055 euros / ind. En reprenant les chiffres cités plus haut, on comprend que, même en utilisant toutes
les recettes carbone (soit 275 euros / ind), l’effet serait marginal,
et le serait de plus en plus puisque tout l’intérêt de la taxe réside
dans la diminution des émissions, donc des recettes.
En revanche, Helmuth Cremer et Norbert Ladoux montrent que
rendre une partie des recettes de la taxe pigouvienne à ceux pour
qui elle est la plus lourde à supporter, permet de donner un aspect redistributif à la politique environnementale. Une idée dans
la lignée de la tribune du 17 Janvier 2019 du Wall Street journal,
signée par 27 lauréats du prix Nobel d’économie. Ces derniers
défendent unanimement une taxe carbone dont l’ensemble des
recettes serait redistribué uniformément à la population. Christian Gollier soutient l’idée de Cremer et Ladoux, considérant que
la redistribution doit être orientée seulement vers les personnes
les plus démunies, mais tout en conservant une part des recettes
pour d’autres utilisations.
En quelques mots…
Le processus de lutte contre les émissions de CO2 sera décisif
pour la préservation d’un milieu viable pour l’Homme, ainsi que
dans la sauvegarde de nos équilibres démocratiques. Les mouvements populaires nous montrent que la transition écologique
doit être équitable, au risque d’entraîner la création de faux
adversaires.
Dans ce sens, lutter contre les émissions de CO2 en conservant
nos valeurs démocratiques nécessitera des processus de redistribution aussi réfléchis, voire plus, que la taxe carbone.
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Internship Reports
Arthur Biamouret, RATP
1.Where did you do your internship and what was your role?
I did a six months internship at the Réseau Autonome des
Transports Parisiens – RATP – headquarter in Paris to validate
my M1. My mission was to try to design an econometric model
to estimate the buses demand in Ile-de-France. I did everything,
from cleaning the database to building the econometric model,
testing hypothesis, and write a report about my findings. I was
part of a team of engineers, and was thus the only person with
an economic background. Hence, I was quite autonomous. My
internship was in French.
2.How did your studies/courses help you during your internship?
R courses helped me a lot, as it was the software I was working
on during my internship, along with Excel and QGIS, a cartography software. Courses in econometrics were of course also
very useful. However, I hardly knew how to clean databases, and
this is something I regret not having learnt more deeply at TSE.
School projects like the Applied Econometrics project taught me
how to efficiently communicate and attribute tasks in a group,
and it helped me a lot during my internship. My team gave me
responsibilities, trusted me, and was always here to help me if
needed; this is something I really appreciated. On the other hand,
my internship changed my way of reading and learning my lessons. I try now to distinguish between theoretical parts – like
mathematical proofs – and practical parts, and focus more on
the latter, as they are the most important parts to remember at
the end of the day.
3.How did you find your internship ? What advice would you
give to students who would like to find a similar internship ?

I found this internship through the Alumni website. I was then
contacted by the team I ended up working with for a call interview. I have to say I found my internship pretty late, and would
like to give some advice to students – especially to M1 students
– who are searching for an internship. I sent a lot of applications
from October, but realised later that I did not adopt the most
optimal strategy. I appreciated the Professional Development
course, but I think it only gives you bases that you really have to
develop to have an original and personal application. It was my
first internship, and at first I did not focus enough on concrete
skills I had, that are school projects, technical courses like the
Empirical Industrial Organization course, software and personal projects. I started by applying for the positions I wanted
the most, and I regret having done so. If it is your first internship, I advise you to apply first to positions that are not in your
top list to get some practice. I admit I was disappointed by the
Business Networking Day in the sense that I was pretty sure to
get my internship there, but I later realised this is an event that
is mostly useful to M2 students, or to students that already have
some experience. However, I still recommend you to go and
practise your elevator speech, as it will give you some training
for real interviews. Finally, I would recommend sending quite
a lot of applications, as the response rate might not be high for
your first internship. However, sending them in January instead
of October – while still keeping an eye open for potential offers
during the autumn period – might be better. Finding your first
internship might be hard, but once you get it, it becomes way
easier to find other internships. I then worked at Veltys consulting in Paris during my gap year, and found this position quite
easily.

Killian Heute, European Commission
1.Where did you do your internship and what was your role?
Last summer I did my internship in Brussels at the European
Commission in the Directorate General for Competition, F4
Merger Unit, which is specialised in Post and Transport Services.
The European Commission is an EU institution with a power
of investigation and intervention. The working languages are
English, French and German. It is a big institution, counting
more than 32,000 European civil servants. They are divided into
departments called “Directorates-General” - DG - which are
sub-divided into services - specialised in particular market sectors - which are also sub-divided into units - policy areas.
My work consisted in the treatment of companies’ merger cases.
I had to draft legal documents, all following strict templates;
some were internal to the European Commission, and some others were to be published to inform EU citizens and companies.
I also helped to interpret outputs of market investigations that
were specifically made for the cases I was working on.

2.How did your studies / courses at TSE help you during the
internship?
The mathematical skills I gained at TSE enabled me to create a
methodology to compute different market shares for many subsegmentations of given markets.
3.How did you find your internship? What advice would you
give to students to find a similar internship?
I heard from other TSE students that the European Commission
was helping students by offering them the possibility to get an
understanding of its work through some special programs. I was
looking for hands-on experience in the competition sector to
complement my theoretical knowledge. It was clear to me that I
wanted to work for such an institution, so I applied. To students
who would like to find a similar internship, I would suggest to
send an e-mail as soon as possible to “comp-visitors-scheme@
ec.europa.eu”. You should provide some details concerning your
availability, your motivation, the service/unit you would be interested in working in, etc, with a CV and a cover letter.
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TSE Alumni Report
Joanna Morais,Avisia

1. What is your position today?
I am currently working as a data scientist consultant at Avisia
in Bordeaux. Avisia is a French consulting company created in
2007. Originally based in Paris, it now has agencies in Nantes,
Lyon, and more recently in Bordeaux. I carry out projects ranging
from a few weeks to several months, during which I accompany
clients on various subjects to explain or predict phenomena, using statistical methods and data science.
I have several missions, including, for example, predicting elevator failures, the departure of customers from the competition or
whether a borrower will default, determining the customers most
likely to be interested in an offer, explaining the market shares of
car brands according to their media investments, and creating
customer segmentation according to their uses and preferences.
In parallel with the missions at the client’s site, I am involved
in a number of transversal projects in my company. Those projects consist in, inter alia, participating in an image recognition

project through deep learning, implementing a communication
and knowledge sharing tool, organising an internal data science
hackathon, and recruitment.
I also give a Marketing Econometrics course to Master students
in Statistics and Econometrics, which is a very applied course. It
is an activity I particularly appreciate; it is a pleasure for me to
be able to give students an idea of what concretely awaits them
in the professional world, especially for data scientist positions.
2. What was your path from your Master’s graduation to this current post, and what are the key elements which helped making
your choice?
I met the company Avisia at the Business Networking Day during my first year of Master in Economics and Statistics at TSE.
The following summer I did a three-month internship there; it
confirmed my interest in using quantitative methods based on
real data to understand customer behaviors.
I graduated in 2014 and met another company, BVA, a French
market research and consulting institute. With three other students, I carried out a project with BVA for six months: the objective was to analyse the impact of media investments on the
market shares of car brands.
I then completed my final internship at INBOX, another consulting firm I met at the BND. BVA came back to me afterwards to
offer me the opportunity to continue the student project I had
been involved in as part of a CIFRE thesis - the French denomination for a thesis financed by a company.
This thesis was a wonderful three-year experience. I was able to
evolve within the company while having a research activity and
very strong ties with the academic world, and in particular with
TSE, since my thesis directors were Christine Thomas-Agnan and
Michel Simioni. Something I also loved were the conference trips
abroad (in Prague, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Chicago, Siena, ...); I
met some very nice people, and improved my English! Moreover
I won a prize for the best oral presentation at an international
conference, and the Paul Sabatier prize for the best thesis in
mathematics. This shows that corporate research has nothing to
be ashamed of compared to purely academic research!
I then stayed one year at BVA as a data scientist consultant. I was
in charge of developing and leading an internal community of
about 20 statisticians - methodological sheets, trainings, events
- and the external development of the Data Intelligence offer. I
also supervised a TSE student on a project to predict customer
satisfaction.
Moving from a doctoral student status to being an employee is
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not such an easy step: I quickly wanted a new challenge. I left for
Quantmetry - after being co-opted by a TSE alumni - a leading
Parisian data science consulting firm, where I was able to improve my technical skills by working closely with data engineers
on industrialisation projects.
Some personal plans led me to leave Quantmetry and to move
to Bordeaux, which coincided with Avisia’s desire to open an
agency there.
3. According to your professional experience, what are the most
useful skills you obtained during your degree?
Economics has given me a way of thinking about problems and
understanding them. The very applied Master 2 courses with
many projects - in groups or individually - the oral presentations, programming on R or Python, and professional speakers
are great assets for professional integration. They prepare relatively well for the reality of the labour market. The existence of
an alternative track for the M2 Statistics and Econometrics is, in
my opinion, also very good.

professional career, whether for internships, for my thesis, or
to find a job. I am now very proud to be able to maintain this
link with the new generations through the course I give to M2
students.
4. What advice would you like to give to TSE students, or to the
school?
My advice for students would be to really get involved in the
projects they have to carry out - especially group projects - because this is by far what will best involve them in real life, and it
will be an asset for job interviews.
My advice for TSE would be to maintain or even to further increase school-business relations, whether through the BND, professional speakers, or research collaborations with companies.

The TSE network has been very useful to me at all stages of my

Gap Year Reports
Pauline Caramel
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1.What did you do during your gap year ?

2.What did these experiences bring you on a personal level ?

During my gap year I did a six-month internship in the Réseau
Autonome des Transports Parisiens Développement - RATP Dev
- in Paris as a data analyst. Then, I went to Nepal for a volunteering mission with the association “All Hands and Hearts.” It
consisted in rebuilding three schools which were destroyed by
the 2015 earthquake.

On a personal level, the internship gave me an insight into the
workplace environment in a company, and taught me how to
develop my analytical skills. The volunteering mission in Nepal
allowed me to discover a new culture, to explore the construction
sector, to culturally broaden my horizons by talking to volunteers
from all over the world, and to practice and improve my English.
3.Did you do your gap year after your undergraduate degree or
after the M1? Why this choice?
I did my gap year after my M1 to gain more theoretical knowledge in order to find an internship that fits better with my
expectations.
4.Do you have any recommendations for TSE students about gap
years?
I would advise the students who wish to do an internship during
their gap year to wait after the M1; it is easier to find one and
it will be more interesting. For those who which to volunteer, I
recommend the association “All Hands and Hearts.” It helps to
rebuild schools and homes in areas destroyed by natural disasters. It has a lot of programs around the world and it is free - you
just have to pay for the visa and the plane ticket! You do not need
to have any knowledge in construction, you just have to be motivated. Moreover, you will meet wonderful people in addition to
help the local population. If you need more information or if you
have questions, feel free to contact me.

Philippe Schmitt
1.What did you do during your gap year ?
During my gap year I studied in Yonsei University in Seoul,
South Korea, from September 2018 to June 2019. I took courses
in economics and ecology, econometrics, Korean economy and
Korean.
2.What did these experiences bring you on a personal level ?
I chose this university – which does not have any partnership
with TSE – because I have been attracted by Korean culture for
several years. I needed to get out of my comfort zone, and I loved
that sensation. The mentality, the food, the customs, the architecture: everything was different, yet so pleasant. I struggled to
make some Korean friends, as most of them do not feel
comfortable with English. You really have to get involved in clubs or associations to meet the locals.
Still, people are very friendly and respectful,
so it was not hard to get used to the place.
Learning a new language and living alone
was a way to challenge myself, and in the end
I won the day. Most of the time I felt comfortable in class thanks to my background in
economics that I got from studying at TSE.
Moreover courses like econometrics at Yonsei
University helped me to begin serenely my M2
EEE, as we had lessons on time-series.
3.Did you do your gap year after your undergraduate degree or
after the M1? Why this choice?

I did my gap year after my M1. I arrived at TSE in L3, and
initially planned to do a gap year straight after my bachelor.
Unfortunately, it did not go as I planned, and I decided to get
enrolled into the M1 at TSE and get some time to decide what I
really wanted to do if I were to do a gap year. In the end I decided
to apply on my own for this university in April and was accepted
in June. I had the summer to fulfill all the administrative requirements and to prepare for my trip.
4.Do you have any recommendations for TSE students about gap
years?
I would definitely recommend to do a gap year if this is a dear
project to you. It changed my way of thinking, my way of
working, and it made me think more about the system
I am living in. Being part of a minority was also a
good experience, as there are very few foreigners in South Korea. I realised it was important
to make a good impression, as I was one of
the few strangers that most Korean would
meet. South Korea was new to me and living there was a great experience. Cost of
living was surprisingly cheaper than what I
expected, and the administrative procedures
– applying to the university, getting a VISA, ...
- was quite easy in the end. However, South Korea
is not the most vegetarian-friendly country I have been
to. But if it is not an issue for you, South Korea might be the
right place for you!
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Business Talks
Uncle Ltd on plastic issues
On 26th September 2019, the Toulouse School of Economics
hosted the first business talk of this academic year with Aude
Grasset, a sustainability Consultant at Uncle Ltd, a company
based in London, United Kingdom. Her work consists in advising firms on how to make machinery more successful from an
environmental point of view, and how to reduce waste. This event
was an occasion to sort out facts from rumors about plastic.
Plastic has become a major target when it comes to waste environmental issues. Indeed, production of plastic increased from
15 million tons in 1946 to 311 million tons in 2014, and with it
single-used plastic, which represents half of the total production
and which is often poorly managed afterward. Plastic is actually
hardly recycled : the mix between plastic and other materials can
make it very costly to recycle, and some countries do not have
the necessary infrastructures to treat used plastic. On average,
only 9 to 14% of the world’s plastic production is recycled. Hence,
plastic waste has been part of an international trade aiming at
relocating waste from big polluters to southern areas, mainly in
southern Asian countries which are not able to efficiently manage it, and are thus becoming more and more reluctant to be the
world’s dust bin.
However, plastic also has major assets that one should not forget,
especially concerning production and use. It is very convenient

regarding hygiene and resistance, it is durable, waterproof and
to some extend recyclable. Moreover, it has been used for environmental purposes like building wind turbines, solar panels
or isolation. When it comes to transportation and production,
it has lower costs and produces less CO2 emissions, compared
to other « alternative » materials like cotton, metal or wood, .
Today, no efficient alternative has been found to replace plastic
for most domains in which it is used.
Still, plastic waste is a major issue that needs to be solved. All
the plastic we have produced still exists today, and it is said that
oceans will contain as much plastic as fish by 2050 if our waste
management does not change. In 2016, the World Economic
Forum suggested several solutions for a durable plastic economy, including reducing our dependence on plastic, increasing
producers’ responsibility regarding post-use of plastic, implementing fees and taxes on polluting plastic – to make recycled
plastic more attractive for firms than newly produced plastic for
example, and increasing waste management. There is a need for
a circular economy that would give several lives to plastic, and
would decrease the value of waste that is way too high.
Economists have a role to play in the implementation of such
efficient policies, and TSE students might be some of them.

Axa on the Challenges of tomorrow
On 10th October 2019, Mohamed Baccouche, Chief actuary at
Axa Group, talked about future issues insurance firms will have
to deal with regarding the evolution of today’s society. Some
might argue that those issues are actually contemporary, or are
only hypothetical, since one does not know what tomorrow will
bring. Still, those new challenges have to be anticipated, and / or
faced.
Big data and machine performance are becoming part of a world
that is more and more complex. Cyber attack is one of many
extreme scenarios that are more and more likely to happen.
Concerns about equality and ethic also have to be taken into account into insurance models, as differentiation between agents
– for example, between men and women – might be seen as
discrimination. Those points force actuaries to work with innovative and more complex models to adapt to tomorrow’s society.
Mohamed Baccouche also developed on two problematic tools
that are low interest rates and long-term guarantees. If badly

implemented, they could create serious damages to customers as
well as to the insurance firms. Through those contemporary examples, he pointed out the necessity of rigorousness and honesty
in the actuary’s work.
Finally, a conclusion was drawn on new opportunities for actuaries. Climate change, and extreme events it can create, have to be
taken into account into new insurance models. The digitalisation
of the economy, and with it the increase in cyber risks, presses
insurance firms to orientate into security and risk prevention.
Geopolitical instability and regulatory clashes will be another cat
event of international competition that should be coped with.
Moreover, because of customers’ expectations, insurers will need
to pool risk through, for example, vertical integration in health,
captives in commercial lines, etc.
Economists’ skills are essential to shape the future, by building
those new models.

Professional

Welcome to the TSE careers service

Preparing our students for their future careers and strengthening our relationships with business and policy communities is of
primary importance to TSE.

Discover all the Campus Talks 2019-2020 via the TSE Careers
Facebook Page or on the following link: https://www.tse-fr.eu/
careers

Offering guidance and support is also fundamental in career
development to help students learn, grow and build skills in a
challenging job market.

Professional Development Module

The TSE careers team offers a wide range of services to both students and employers.
TSE Business Networking Day
TSE organises each November in Toulouse its annual careers
forum, a unique opportunity for students to discover jobs and
internship opportunities, and talk with potential recruiters from
both policy and industry.
We also welcome at the event a number of TSE alumni now working in international firms and institutions, looking to recruit TSE
students and ready to share their career path experiences.

Assessing your personality type, your strengths and weaknesses
and learning how to talk about your studies and experience is
an immense challenge. The Professional development module
offered to first and second year master students – in English or
in French – consists of eight sessions. The facilitator provides input, encourages oral interaction, and practical exercises to practice the skills involved to motivate and empower participants
to confront the job market successfully and to find the perfect
internship.
Job or internship offers and information
All offers and information are managed via the TSE alumni platform: https://alumni.tse-fr.eu/

TSE Campus Talks
During the academic year, TSE organises special lectures by
professionals, called “Business Talks,” or by researchers, called
“Academic Talks” to develop the economic culture of our students and help them build their future career plans.

Getting involved
Companies and institutions can contribute to the professional
development of TSE students through internships or job offers
but also in helping the school in many different ways:

We also offer our students Public Lectures given by renowned
international social scientists, in collaboration with the interdisciplinary research institute IAST – Institute for Advanced Study
in Toulouse.

Giving a Campus Talk

In addition, the debating club “Say it Aloud” and the
“TSEconomist Magazine” organises additional talks throughout
the academic year.

Supporting the Students Associations

Taking part in Professional Development Sessions
Submitting case studies to the TSE Educational Teams

If you are interested, don’t hesitate to contact the careers service:
careers@tse-fr.eu.

The TSEconomist innovates
with its golden tickets : 3 of
them are hidden in the magazines. In order to find it, meet us
for the lauch of the magazine in
the courtyard. This is the ONLY
chance to win : a ticket for the
gala (1st), a TSE sweat-shirt
(2nd) or a barathon ticket (3rd).
May the odd be always in your
favor.
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TSE Effective Altruism
T

SE has a new student association. During the first semester
of the academic year 2019 – 2020, Maria Frech, Yassin Alaya
and Alexis Carlier created “TSE Effective Altruism,” TSE’s new
student chapter of the wider Effective Altruism movement.
Effective Altruism is an intellectual network trying to figure out
what the most pressing problems are that humanity faces and the
most effective ways of solving them.
On its website one reads: “Most of us want to make a difference.
We see suffering, injustice and death, and are moved to do
something about them… Effective altruism is a response to this
challenge. It is a research field which uses high-quality evidence
and careful reasoning to work out how to help others as much as
possible. It is also a community of people taking these answers
seriously, by focusing their efforts on the most promising
solutions to the world's most pressing problems.”
Effective Altruism was born about 10 years ago and there are
local Effective Altruism groups in many big cities and at most
prestigious universities in the UK, US, Germany and other
countries.
The movement is not political, nor does it have constraining
rules. However, it does rely on some general principles, such
as impartiality through time and space – everyone’s wellbeing
matters equally, wherever they live, and whether they already
exist today or will exist in the future.
For this reason, one important topic of discussion in Effective
Altruism is the long-term future. Effective altruists reason
that “because the future is so vast, the number of people who
could exist in the future is probably many times greater than
the number of people alive today. This suggests that it may be

extremely important to ensure that life on earth continues, and
that people in the future have positive lives... just as we should
not ignore the plight of the global poor just because they live in
a foreign country, we should not ignore future generations just
because they are less visible.”
Issues under consideration in the context of the long-term future
are extreme events that could threaten the survival of mankind
– such as global pandemics – or severely thwart its potential for
flourishing.
Effective Altruism thus stretches the boundaries of moral
consideration beyond what is usually discussed in society. Along
these lines, many Effective Altruists also consider the plight of
animals in factory farms to be a pressing issue, because of the
scale and severity of their suffering. But some more familiar
topics such as extreme poverty are also strongly represented in
Effective Altruism.
These ideas might seem mostly philosophical at first, but in
fact have a strong economic component. Marginal reasoning,
counterfactual reasoning, RCTs, discount rates, externalities and
opportunity costs are economic concepts vital to determining
the best ways to have an impact.
The TSE Effective Altruism association holds meetings every
Monday at 7pm in room MC203. Each meeting focuses on one
particular topic – one of them was, for example, moral obligation
and ethics – and consists in a round table where everyone is free
and welcome to give his / her point of view and ask questions. If
you want to know more about TSE Effective Altruism, visit and
like the facebook page to be kept up to date.

On Campus

TSE Research
The annual Jean-Jacques Laffont Prize and lecture, 3 December
2019

On 3 December, Marianne Bertrand also gives a talk on Gender
Inequalities in the 21st Century.

Organised by TSE, the Jean-Jacques Laffont Prize is awarded
every year to an international economist who has made an
outstanding contribution to both theoretical and empirical
research. This year, on 3 December 2019, it is awarded to
Marianne Bertrand, Professor of Economics at the University of
Chicago Booth School of Business. She is a research fellow at the
National Bureau of Economic Research, the Center for Economic
Policy Research, and the Institute for the Study of Labor. She has
been mainly working in labour economics, corporate finance
and development economics. Her research has been widely
published, and she has already received several awards for her
work. The prize is awarded at the Salle des Illustres, in Toulouse
Townhall.

TSE’s Sustainable Finance Centers inaugural conference, 5-6
December 2019
First in its kind, this biennial academic event brings together
renowned academicians from international universities as
well as the industrial partners. It stimulates exchanges and
panel discussions on topics such as Green investments, Digital
currencies, Finance Intermediaries and Regulation, and New
risks - new challenges.

During the conference, Marianne Bertrand gives a keynote
address on Corporate Philanthropy and Politics. Round tables
are also organised, with participants from Amundi, the Central
Bank from Luxembourg, Banque de France, Baillie Gifford,
Caisse des Dépôts, SCOR, etc.
This event takes place in la Manufacture des Tabacs.
Interested students and TSE Alumni are invited to register online
https://www.tse-fr.eu/conferences/2019-tse-sustainable-financecenter-inaugural-conference
If you want to receive information about the latest research, news
and events about the TSE research centers (Digital, Energy &
Climate, Sustainable Finance…), please sign up at:
https://www.tse-fr.eu/tse-news-sign-form
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TSE Careers
What kind of events does TSE careers organise? Can you remind
us some events that were organised this year?
TSE Careers organises a number of events, ranging from professional development workshops, a careers forum – Business
Networking Day, campus talks given by professionals and researchers and external events abroad.
In January, we hosted an Alumni event with Jacques Cremer –
Director of the TSE Digital Center – in Brussels and then another in Paris. These events were a great way to keep in touch
with our Alumni who play a significant role in mentoring and
offering employment to our students.
Then in April, the TSE Research Center, along with the French
Chamber of Commerce in Brussels co-organised the Energy and
Climate Forum on “The challenge of renewable energy”. This was
an ideal opportunity to meet with key actors from the energy
sector and to promote the TSE Masters and develop career opportunities for our students.
Also this year we sponsored the “Climate Change and
Sustainability” Forum with the French Chamber of Commerce in
London as we have increasing numbers of students and Alumni
working in the UK. As in Brussels, this was a great way to show
the expertise of TSE and develop new partnerships.
In addition, during the academic year, TSE Careers organises
lectures by professionals – “Business Talks” – and researchers –
“Academic Talks” – to develop the economic culture of our students and help them build their future career plans. We have had
the privilege of welcoming some superb speakers: Daniel Ershov
Assistant Professor from TSE spoke about consumer search

costs, entry and quality in online markets. Then Aude Grasset
Consultant from Uncle UK gave her insights on the perspectives
of plastic in our environment and then Mohamed Baccouche,
Chief Actuary from Axa who spoke about the challenges of the
actuarial profession.
Then in November we hold our annual Career Forum – Business
Networking Day – on campus where we welcome more than 55
French and International companies and institutions.
An important annual event hosted by TSE is the Business
Networking Day. Why do you think this is a major opportunity
for students as well as for participating companies?
This event is a unique opportunity for students to discover jobs
and internship opportunities, and talk with potential recruiters
from economic/public institutions and private companies.
We also invite TSE alumni now working in international firms
and institutions, looking to recruit TSE students and ready to
share their career path experiences.
TSE is quite a young school compared to others. Still, companies seem to be more and more interested by newly graduated
economists. How would you say TSE network has evolved over
the years?
Recruiters trust TSE graduates – over 91% have found jobs
within six months.
Being part of our alumni community provides a wide range of
benefits. Alumni can take part in our global events, meet other
graduates in their academic or professional field, or just stay in
touch, and build a lifelong relationship with the TSE and each
other.

Esther Duflo
Nobel prize 2019
Stefanie Stantcheva
Best Young French Economist 2019

Kristalina Georgieva
IMF president

Christine Lagarde
ECB president

Janet Yellen
First woman
to led the Fed

Magrethe Vestager
Competition commissioner

